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ABSTRACT 

Many cities now recognise that investment in a connected network of safe and convenient cycle 
facilities has the potential to offer significant and sustainable benefits. However, to make optimal 
use of what is usually limited funding, such a network should be planned to meet peoples’ future 
travel needs - which is where well-founded transport models can assist. 

 

This paper describes, in non-technical language, the Christchurch Strategic Cycle Model tool 
developed by QTP for Christchurch City Council to help target their planned $70m investment in 
Major Cycleway Routes. Its application to support funding decisions for this large and complex 
project is also outlined. 

 

The paper highlights the ability to use such a model not only to maximise the attractiveness of 
improvements but also estimate a variety of benefits, for both users and non-users of the cycle 
network. 

 

The approach adopted for Christchurch can be compared to alternative potential approaches used 
to assist planning cycle networks, and may provide a catalyst for discussion on the pros and cons of 
the current state-of-the-art. 

 

http://www.qtp.co.nz/
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INTRODUCTION 

Many cities now recognise that investment in a connected network of safe and convenient cycle 
facilities has the potential to offer significant and sustainable benefits.  

In respect of targeting such investment, a number of studies have advocated the potential 
importance of separated protected facilities to encourage uptake (Dill & Voros, 2007; Buehler & 
Pucher, 2012).  Recent US research (Monsere et al., 2014) has sought to provide valuable clarity 
on the source of demand for such facilities, using revealed-preference surveys. These have enabled 
differentiation between cyclists on new facilities requiring no diversion vs. diverted (‘reassigned’) 
cycle trips vs. new trips involving a change of mode vs. entirely new trips. 

Indeed, strong support and much recent focus among the cycle planning profession in North 
America and Australasia has been on market-segmentation similar to the 4-level typology first 
identified for adults in Portland, USA (Geller, 2006). It has been suggested that potential gains will 
be maximised by provision of facilities that are attractive to non-cyclists, particularly a large 
‘interested but concerned’ segment of the population. 

This segmentation has however also been acknowledged as providing a somewhat crude (albeit 
still useful) tool to maximise (potential) effectiveness of infrastructure improvements - because this 
degree of segmentation is unlikely to reflect the diversity of current and potential cyclists and the 
resulting non-homogenous behavior that might be expected (Dill & McNeill, 2012). It is suggested 
that some greater recognition needs to be made of the distinction between simple messaging, which 
is undoubtedly helpful for the purposes of marketing and advocacy and the potential for over-
simplifying a complex issue (a lack of cycle use) as being merely due to an absence of the ‘right’ 
facilities.  

“Build it and they will come” is an assertion that was applied to encourage provision of high-quality 
cycle infrastructure by a prominent Dutch-resident blogger, (Hembrow, 2008) - and can now often 
be found repeated by other advocates. While a number of academic studies (Dill & Carr, 2003, 
Beuhler & Pucher, 2012) have since provided data which can support this general assertion (while 
acknowledging cause-effect uncertainty), it should be recognised as perhaps more of a ‘clarion call’ 
for decisive positive action, as opposed to ‘paralysis through analysis’. It is however desirable that 
such an assertion is applied with some caution:  

Use and resulting benefits are likely to be maximised if ‘attractive’ cycle infrastructure is built. But 
whether a facility is as attractive as it may be, is likely to be heavily dependent not only on the form 
but also the location (function) of the facility - The ‘right’ type, in the ‘right’ place1.   

To make optimal use of what is usually limited funding, cycle network improvements should be 
planned to maximise their role of meeting current and potential cyclists’ future travel needs in all of 
these respects - albeit that the ‘optimal’ arrangements for cyclists may be have to be determined in 
the light of competing demands for space and/or budget. 

Well-founded transport models can provide vital assistance in this process. Mathematical transport 
models attempt to represent complex human behavior in such a way that it is possible to make 
reasonable and useful predictions of potential behavior in the future. While all transport models are 
simplifications of reality, such models can still provide a foundation for quantitative estimates of use 
and benefits that can be helpful for decision-makers to justify allocation of the funding required for 
implementation. 

This paper briefly describes alternative potential demand-led modeling approaches used to assist 
planning cycle networks. A strategic cycle model tool developed by QTP for Christchurch City 
Council (CCC) is introduced in non-technical language and its application to support funding 
decisions for this large and complex project is outlined. 

                                                           

1  It is also well-recognised that improved cycle infrastructure should be supported by complimentary land use and 

transport strategies, laws and facilities – but such factors are beyond the scope of this paper. 
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CYCLE MODELLING: ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 

Macdonald et al, (2007) have provided a helpful local review of methods and models available (up 
to that time) to assist with the prediction of cycle use. They identified a need to create models that 
were appropriate for New Zealand’s characteristics and proposed several simple estimation tools for 
both on-road and off-road facilities. 

In 2009 the ‘EEM’ (Economic Evaluation Manual, NZTA, 2013) provided an updated method and 
template to estimate potential cycle volumes on discrete new facilities. This template (currently 
Worksheet A20.1) uses a relatively very simple ‘catchment-based’ buffer method, with demand from 
‘existing’ and ‘new’ cyclists being forecast based on assumed proportions of the residential 
population. While such simplicity is undoubtedly attractive and may even be appropriate in some 
circumstances, a number of criticisms can be attributed to such a method. Recognition of some of 
these issues and attempts to improve future forecasts have been documented (Fowler et al., 2009). 
Among the drawbacks of such simplistic ‘catchment’ methods is their potential reliability when 
extended to reflect network-wide travel – or indeed to network-wide improvement proposals. 

The EEM approach is, in effect, an example of a simple ‘direct-demand’ model. Such models allow 
estimates (usually via functions derived through linear regression) to be made of cycle demand 
based on land use and environmental variables. Direct-demand models have been derived to reflect 
potential uptake both on an area-wide basis or, as in the EEM, on a link-by-link basis. One of the 
principal disadvantages is however that such models inevitably reflect the specific characteristics of 
the situation for which they are derived (which can involve revealed or stated-preference surveys) - 
and thus may be limited in their reliability for transfer to other areas – or future scenarios. 

To assist land use and transport planning at a regional or district scale, more complex ‘traditional’ 
models have been developed and are usually available for most principal urban centres. These ‘4-
step’ models can be criticised for being data intensive, complex and expensive and not sufficiently 
fine-grained to enable robust estimates of cycle volumes:  Such models do almost invariably reflect 
a high-level perspective – with a focus that tends to be on motor vehicles or public transport. 
Estimates for cycling (if attempted at all) are often combined with walking in an ‘Active mode’ 
classification, with only relatively coarse demand patterns estimated. Cycle demand is invariably not 
treated on an equivalent basis, for example to achieve estimated volumes on a link-by-link basis. 

‘Matrix estimation’ is a fairly well-established technique used in (vehicle-focused) transport 
modeling, which can provide an improved estimation of the origin and destination scale and pattern 
of trips. The process takes an initial estimate of the scale and pattern of trips and modifies this, such 
that it better matches observations – normally counts. However the technique can have a number of 
drawbacks, which will be magnified if applied to cycle trip-making: 

 Cycle count data can be highly variable, particularly when expanded to provide an estimate of 
daily cycle travel; It is also often not (sufficiently) comprehensive e.g. with closed screenlines. 

 The network ‘supply’ (and particularly user-perceptions for route-choice) for cycling are 
potentially highly-variable (e.g. the speed different cyclists actually travel, as well as what level 
of importance different potential market segments place on time, versus say the directness of 
routes or their perceived safety. It is fairly fundamental when using matrix-estimation 
techniques, that there is no (or at least very limited) scope for such error in the representation 
of network supply and assignment - or the process can simply obtain an (apparently) ‘good’ fit 
by significant scaling of a limited number of matrix cells. The resulting matrix may appear to 
provide a ‘good’ fit to the counts - but not actually bear any close relationship to reality. 

 Major issues can arise with applicability to future scenarios, given significant change. 

Over the past decade increasing attention has been given to the potential of GIS-based modelling 
techniques to estimate cyclist volumes.  Some researchers have focussed on examination of 
observed routeing preferences (Broach et al., 2012, Rendall et al., 2012), while others have sought 
to extend GIS-routeing methods to estimate volumes, based on ‘graph-theory’ approaches. At their 
most basic the latter seek to identify the degree of ‘connectivity’ (the number of times a network link 
might be used if someone was to travel from each potential origin to every other potential 
destination). Recent research has attempted to address the deficiencies of such a ‘connecting the 
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dots’ approach, by developing multipliers to represent the potential magnitude of cyclist demand 
between origins and destinations - and improving the overall fit by calibrating function parameters to 
improve the fit of estimates to observed counts. (McDaniel et al., 2014). In this respect however, the 
techniques are not dissimilar to more traditional modelling – including ‘matrix estimation’ techniques 
– but with many of the attendant disadvantages (for cycle modelling) associated with the latter that 
have been noted above. 

In Christchurch the Council sought a simple (low-cost) cycle planning tool that would respond 
sensibly to key variables, including demographic changes and potential policy interventions or 
levers - while also enabling robust estimates of link-by-link cyclist volumes - and benefits. 

In increasing order of complexity the following alternatives were considered to achieve the above: 

 Assuming a fixed proportion of vehicle demand produced by available transport models 

 Use of LTNZ/NZTA cycle demand estimation tools (eg McDonald et al., 2007, EEM) 

 Use of GIS-based cycle assignment techniques 

 Strategic model cycle estimates 

 Distance-based abstraction from Strategic model total person-travel forecasts2 

 Distance-based abstraction from Strategic model purpose-specific person forecasts (e.g. see 

Figure 1) 

 Matrix-estimation 

 A customised approach. 

Figure 1: Example abstraction Curves Fitted to Christchurch data (not pursued) 

 

Each of the above techniques has advantages and disadvantages which are covered in our original 
Background Report (but are beyond the scope of this paper). Ultimately, the choice was made to 
pursue a customised approach, using as much (readily-available) local data as possible: The 
Christchurch Strategic Cycle Model (CSCM). 

                                                           
2  The Hastings Area Transportation Study cycling distribution and assignment sub- model provides a local example 

based on similar proxy demand methodology (Bargh & Kelly, 2011). 
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THE CHRISTCHURCH STRATEGIC CYCLE MODEL 

Summary 

 The CSCM uses relatively simple ‘traditional’ modelling techniques to estimate the existing or 
future cycling demand throughout greater-Christchurch. 

 These demand forecasts depend (mainly) upon: 

o Demographic land use scale and distribution (e.g. population, jobs, school places); 

o Accessibility and attractiveness (via the available cycle network); and 

o Relative (changes in) attractiveness of travel via cycle and private vehicle over time. 

 An available road traffic model was adapted to represent the larger network available to 
cyclists - and also recognise that cyclists do not act and should not be modelled like cars. 

 Key factors, such as potential changes in population and business, rising fuel prices and 
congestion, along with user perceptions of safety of alternative cycle facilities are all 
accounted for. 

 Cycle trip purposes are treated differently in terms of their scale, pattern and routeing3 
because demand – and the resulting attraction and benefits of particular cycling infrastructure 
projects potentially vary considerably between each. 

 High-level outputs can be provided to illustrate, in a simple manner, the relative demand in 
alternative corridors such as sector-level potential cycle desire-line plots – or indeed the 
projected cyclist volumes on alternative routes. 

 The model outputs can be used to estimate potential economic, safety and public health 
benefits of alternative cycling investment strategies to support funding applications. 

Foundations 

The foundations for the CSCM were already available, being future demographic forecasts, together 
with a fairly detailed traffic model covering the greater Christchurch area called CAST4. These 
foundations enabled rapid construction of the cycle model (a matter of weeks) at relatively very low 
cost.  CAST was an appropriate basis as it is a relatively ‘fine-grained’ model, for example including 
many more local roads which offer available routes for cyclists, compared to the higher-level ‘parent’ 
strategic model. CAST also offers a relatively fine system of ‘zones’. A ‘zone’ is a discrete 
geographical area which transport models use to represent and aggregate travel demand. In CAST 
– and now the CSCM, greater Christchurch is divided into some 1,400 of these ‘zones’, compared 
to around 430 within its ‘parent’ strategic transport model.  This is important in the context of 
modeling cycling with reasonable accuracy - because many cycling trips are relatively short in 
length. Given that trips within zones (‘intra-zonal trips’) are not reflected by assignment models – the 
use of a relatively large zone size, such as within Census area units, or a more strategic-level 
transport model, would potentially ‘miss’ many cycling trips on either the existing or potential cycling 
networks. 

The existing CAST traffic model also had the advantage that it could be readily adapted to enable 
relevant information for cycle modeling, such as inclusion of existing or potential cycle-only links, the 
ability to apply alternative assignment methods for different target cycle users - and of course, to 
provide compatible and detailed estimates of traffic volumes and delays, where these might affect 
potential cycle use. 

  

                                                           
3  Collectively referred to in technical terms as generation, distribution and assignment. 

4  The Christchurch Assignment and Simulation Model, based on the SATURN software-platform. 
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Key Steps 

Initial estimates are made of the scale of potential cycle travel demand (trip generation), based 
principally on land-use variables, such as population, jobs and school rolls. Account is also taken of 
relative accessibility by cycle. The model may therefore be applied to future scenarios of these 
variables and account can be taken of anticipated demographic changes, for example in 
Christchurch’s post-earthquake environment. 

Cycle trip demand is estimated for 4 principal purposes (commuting, education, other trips with one 
end at home, and trips where neither end is the home). Education trips are further sub-divided by 
five institution levels, given their significantly different trip-making characteristics. 

The pattern of cycle demand is estimated through a model process called trip distribution. Within 
the CSCM this is based upon calibrated relationships which replicate observed data on actual trip 
length distribution, where this is available (such as from Census data in the case of commuting 
cycle trips5) - or from estimated distributions using other sources (e.g. Ministry of Education pupil 
data, Christchurch Household Interview Survey and National Travel Survey data). 

The routeing of cycle demand is estimated through a model process called trip assignment. In the 
CSCM this process is performed using an adapted version of the (vehicle-travel focused) CAST 
model – but applied in a way that recognises that cyclists do not act and should not be modelled like 
cars. The CSCM model uses a vehicle model road network with the addition of other key links that 
are available to cyclists.  The routeing of trips between origins and destinations is done using a 
combination of the perceived ‘cost’ along alternative routes applied for each cycle trip purpose 
separately. Differing (assumed) perception weightings are applied for different user-groups. For 
example, commuting cyclists are considered more likely to place a higher priority on directness. 
Furthermore the technique adopted assumes that in practice there could be a spread of perceptions 
within groups over what may be preferred routes. In other words all cycle trips between A and B will 
not necessarily follow the same (all-or-nothing’) path. 

The totaled ‘base year’ daily cycle volumes estimated using the above steps are illustrated below: 

Figure 2: Total Daily Cycle Demand (2006 Model vs Count Estimates) 

 

                                                           
5  Calibrated using 2001 census data and validated using 2006 census data. 
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The primary purpose of the CSCM is however not simply to replicate estimates of existing cycling 
behavior but rather, to look to the future. The calibrated base year model relationships can be 
applied to potential future scenarios. This includes for example: 

 Future demographic scenarios which take into account potential changes in population, jobs 
and schools.  

 Future anticipated general road network improvements; and 

 Alternative cycling network investment strategies. 

Such assessments require another stage and feedback step within the CSCM, whereby the 
demand and pattern for cycling are affected by what is known as the ‘utility’ of travel. This is a 
model process called mode-split. The model uses what is known in technical jargon as an 
incremental mode-split model, taking into account the projected change in utility of travel for cycling 
– compared to that by private vehicle. This model is based on original research into cycling choice 
(Wardman et al., 2007), adapted for the Australian context by Aecom Pty Ltd (Aecom, 2010). 

Through this model step, for example, a perception that segregated cycle facilities are safer might 
lead to cycling as an option for travel being more attractive - for travel between a particular origin 
and destination. Other factors in this choice might also include perceived real-term increases in fuel 
prices for non-cyclists, or increased congestion for car travel. The combination of all of these factors 
is accounted for and estimated within the CSCM mode-split step. 

Caveats 

The CSCM is an entirely ‘synthetic’ transport model - by design. This simply means it does not rely 
upon current cycle counts - the ‘matrix estimation’ techniques noted above – as a basis for making 
predictions about the future. However, many of the processes still inevitably make assumptions, 
which the model authors recognise may be reviewed, challenged or changed, and thus represent 
areas of potential future improvement - and sensitivity testing. The latter is considered particularly 
valuable and has been applied within each project to which the model has been applied to date. 

Existing and potential cyclists are a diverse group, with many individual motivators for choosing to 
cycle (or not) in the first place, let alone which routes they take. Any tool or model framework which 
‘aggregates’ such individual choices will inevitably use generalised assumptions. In many cases 
these assumptions are likely to be ‘wrong’ at an individual level. However, ‘on the whole’ such 
models seek to provide a reasonable approximation to the observed or anticipated behavior of the 
target population – and most pertinently for planning purposes, need to respond (sensibly) to key 
variables, including demographic changes and potential policy interventions or levers.  

In these respects the CSCM is considered by the model authors to provide a sound foundation to 
assist future cycle network planning in Christchurch, representing a considerable improvement and 
advantages over alternative methods. 

 

MODEL APPLICATION: CHRISTCHURCH MAJOR CYCLE ROUTES 

Proposed Network 

CCC have proposed a package of 13 Major Cycleway Routes (MCR) to provide a high-quality 
framework for a comprehensive future cycle network (Figure 3). The CSCM has been applied in a 
number of ways to assist this large and complex project, including support for route planning, 
prioritisation and funding assessments. 

In terms of potential funding assistance, NZ Transport Agency requires a rational and robust 
business case to justify support. Given the wide-ranging scope of the proposed package and the 
level of investment being around $70m+, a detailed assessment process is necessary to support 
such a case. This has been enabled by application of the CSCM - in combination with the non 
cycle-focused transport models available (CTM and CAST). 

The original CSCM was further developed to assist this assessment, by disaggregating the daily 
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forecasts, to represent estimates within each of the main travel periods. This was done to facilitate a 
more accurate estimate of potential non-user (decongestion) benefits, rather than hourly-cycle 
demands per se. 

Figure 3: Christchurch Proposed Major Cycleway Route (MCR) Network 

 

Key Assumptions 

A key assumption for the base cycle demand forecasts was that (by 2041), a rise in the real-terms 
price of fuel of some 40% (over 2006 values) might occur – allowing for potential peak-oil effects. 
This level of increase was chosen as it accords with the ‘Reference Scenario’ for NZ retail petrol 
prices (MBIE, 2011).  Such an increase can, naturally, be anticipated to make alternatives to private 
car use (including cycling) somewhat more attractive by comparison, for some travellers. Given the 
uncertainty around the potential scale and timing of any such rise however, sensitivity tests were 
also conducted without any increase  - i.e. fuel assumed to remain at 2006 (real) prices. 

One of the other key base assumptions relating to potential future year cycle demand, is how many 
car users (drivers or passengers) actually would choose cycling as a viable alternative, given 
suitable improvements. Existing research suggests significantly differing figures for this ‘trader-
factor’, depending on the context and method of research. Figures range from up to about 80% 
(applied within the Inner Sydney area (Aecom, 2010) down to 9% (from a hierarchical elimination 
study undertaken in 1992 in Brisbane (Morgan-Thomas, 1992).  One of the key cautions when 
transferring relationships, particularly those derived from ‘Stated-Preference’ studies, is not only the 
potentially different context and the detail of original survey method – but also the difference 
between what people say they might do (in a hypothetical situation) and what they actually would 
do, in reality. There may be a significant gap between the subset of the population that say they are 
prepared to consider cycling as an alternative mode or might be considered potential cyclists – 
illustrated by very significant cycle ownership levels – and those that actually would realistically 
choose to cycle (on a regular basis). 

For this study, an estimated figure of 30% was adopted as this (maximum) ‘trader-factor’ (from car), 
as a base scenario. Whilst this was originally based on a dated hierarchical elimination study, 
undertaken in 1982 in Germany (Brög, 1982), which itself was based on commuting trips only and 
also may not reflect the attractiveness of more modern designs of segregated facilities, in our 
opinion this is likely to provide a realistic but still aspirational figure for Christchurch. NZ Transport 
Agency Research Report 449 (Kingham et al., 2011) also cites a 2005 survey by Opinions Market 
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Research that “27% of (Christchurch) non-cyclists were keen to cycle”. This may suggest that about 
30% may represent a realistic, if possibly conservative, value – unless, say, parking availability and 
costs and /or real-terms fuel costs were to change by an order of magnitude in the future. 

Put another way, respecting local factors, for the purposes of the base estimates on average around 
70% of car users are considered to be (effectively) ‘captive’ to the car. 

The senstivity of demand and resulting benefits to each of these key assumptions has been tested. 

Key Infrastructure Scenarios Assessed 

Performance of alternative cycle network improvements has been compared, the main ones being: 

 Scenario 0 – A Do Minimum Cycle Network improvement strategy and  

 Scenario 1 – A principal ‘Option’ or ‘Do-something’ Strategy. comprising 

a) The Major Cycle Route (MCR) programme: 13 projects as currently envisaged, 

comprising mainly segregated/separated cycle facilities, and 

b) Central City Recovery Plan ‘An Accessible City’ (AAC) Cycle projects; and 

c) The Christchurch Coastal Pathway (CCP); 

The term ‘scenario’ is deliberately used to describe what are, in effect, alternative investment 
package options, because the benefits of each are likely to also be dependent upon a range of 
other factors (some noted above), beyond potential cycle infrastructure improvements.  

Each scenario was investigated to predict usage and identify consequential potential relative 
benefits, in 2021, 2031 and 2041. 

Figure 4: Model Coding Summary6 of 2006 and ‘Scenario 1’ 2041 Cycle Model Networks 

 

(Note that the relative ‘utility’ of each potential cycle link within each network above is based on 3 main categories, being 
On-Street (no facilities) , On-Street (with cycle lanes); or Segregated/Seperated Cycle Paths). 

                                                           
6  This Summary cannot possibly show all coding or coded differences (e.g. at the intersection level, the assumed 

form of traffic control may differ, signal timings are anticipated to change, at the link level some links e.g. 

motorways are not available to cyclists, etc.) 
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Demand and Benefit Assessments 

Use of the CSCM has enabled the potential overall growth in cycle demand to be estimated for 
alternative cycle investment packages. Furthermore the model enables demand projections and 
therefore benefits for ‘existing’ and ‘new’ cycle users to be separately identified – on each element 
of the modelled network. Use of the proposed Major Cycleways compared to other elements of the 
available network can easily be differentiated. 

Figure 5: Estimated Daily Cycle Trip Demand over time 

 

(Note the above graph only shows predicted growth in absolute cycle trip numbers. Increased investment in safe and 
convenient facilities is also predicted to increase the length of cycle trips – increasing predicted cycle-km even more) 

Benefits for cycle users have been determined for each scenario in each of the principal forecast 
years (2021, 2031 and 2041). The main contribution to such benefits (around 60% of the total) is 
expected to be derived from the improved health of a greater number of active transport users. 
These benefits include reduced mortality and morbidity, lower absenteeism and improved 
productivity (Genter el al., 2008, Saunders et al., 2013). By 2041, these benefits could represent an 
additional $80m greater benefit, annually, compared to a do-minimum cycle investment strategy. 

Society is also predicted to benefit from reduced congestion on Christchurch roads as a result of 
avoided vehicle-trips7, leading to relatively better travel times and reduced vehicle operating costs, 
along with lower emissions, noise and community-severance etc. These benefits have been 
assessed using the detailed CAST traffic model, given estimated vehicle demands with and without 
the cycling patterns projected for each investment scenario. These ‘non-user’ benefits are projected 
to rise substantially, particularly with the high-quality Major Cycle Route network proposed – from 
around $10m annually (2006) to up to $90m, by 2041. The latter could represent an additional 
$40m greater benefit, annually, compared to a do-minimum cycle investment strategy. 

The social costs of road crashes are also potentially reduced, particularly taking into account the 
potential for ‘safety-in-numbers’ improvements in crash rates (Jacobsen, 2003). In practice local 
improvements in safety may be heavily dependent upon the details of scheme design: It is 
acknowledged that there is the potential for some net increase in absolute numbers, given the very 
substantial increase in cycle-km projected, even despite the much lower risk expected per km 

                                                           
7  In the absence of any other information, it has been assumed that vehicle occupancy of cycle users, should they 

use a vehicle instead, would be similar to that estimated for light vehicle trips - but also that ‘only’ 75% of such 

trips would actually be made (by car). Over a whole day, this translates to an estimate that each new cycle trip will 

avoid 0.6-0.65 vehicle trips. 
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cycled. Overall however the economic assessment is relatively insensitive to this uncertainty, as the 
potential social crash cost dis-benefits are much smaller than the overall public health benefits. 

In broad terms, the combined present value of benefits of the proposed Major Cycle Route package 
is estimated to potentially total around $1.2b over the next 40 years. This may be compared to a 
present value of investment costs of around $80m. Overall, the package has been assessed as 
having a benefit to cost ratio of 15 (given the base scenario assumptions) - well above the indicative 
threshold to justify a ‘High’ efficiency rating in terms of NZ Transport Agency’s funding procedures. 

Figure 4: Total Daily Cycle Demand predicted for ‘Scenario 1’ (2031) 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The CSCM represents a relatively simple (low-cost) planning tool that fulfills a number of purposes. 
These include determination of how well future cycle network investments are likely to meet 
people’s travel needs and providing a rational economic basis for such investment. 

Naturally in development and application of the model, the best efforts of the model authors have 
been made to ensure the likely accuracy of the demand forecasting (and resulting benefit 
assessment) within the bounds of the available time and budget. However, it must also be 
acknowledged that cycle modeling is inherently more difficult than traditional vehicle-based 
transport modeling. This arises not only by virtue of the relatively low availability and high variability 
in data on existing use, compared to that available for vehicle models - but also uncertainty over the 
disparate potential motivators for cycle use between individuals and their response in practice 
(locally) to the significant improvements in cycle infrastructure that the Christchurch proposals 
undoubtedly represent.  

Despite these caveats, what was concluded with some confidence from all of the sensitivity tests 
conducted, is that while there is a potential range in parameters that could be expected to affect 
projected usage and therefore benefits, the overall economic Efficiency case for the Christchurch 
MCR programme appears to be relatively insensitive - with a ‘High’ efficiency rating being likely to 
be justified for the proposed investment in almost all conceivable circumstances. 
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